
Referencing



What is referencing?
 Referencing is acknowledging the sources of information 

(originated by another person) that you have used to help 
you write your essay, report or other piece of work.

 In your work, you should use the existing knowledge of others 
to back up and provide evidence for your arguments. The 
sources of information you use may include such material as 
books, journal articles (paper or electronic), websites, 
newspapers, government publications, trade magazines, 
videos, blogs and so on.



Why do I need to reference?

“In academic writing, it is essential to 
acknowledge, or ‘cite’ the sources of idea 

and information” (Cottrell, 2013, pg.179)



Why do I need to reference?
 Reading, understanding and correctly referencing the work of 

others in your assignments is important.

 By correctly referencing you will:
 Protect yourself against accusations of plagiarism

 Demonstrate that you have read widely

 Show your understanding of a topic

 Support your arguments with published research

 If you don’t reference correctly you may commit plagiarism, 
which is seen as academic misconduct and carries penalties. 



What should I reference?
 Acknowledging the work of others in your assignments gives 

academic credibility to your work by allowing you to back up 
your arguments with published material.

 You should reference anything you have taken from another 
work, whether you are paraphrasing, summarising or directly 
quoting. 

 Some things can be taken as common knowledge and do not 
therefore need to be backed up with a reference. 



Taking notes
 Make a note of:

 Books: author/date/title/publisher details and chapter 
details/page numbers if relevant.

 Journals: author/date/article title/journal 
title/volume/issue/pages.

 Online website: author or organisation/date/webpage title/web 
address (full URL) and the date you accessed it.

 Make clear distinction between any direct quotes you write 
down and information written in your own words so you don’t 
accidently plagiarise when you come to write you 
assignment.



Referencing within your text
 When you refer to an author's work in your document, either 

through summary, rewording (paraphrasing) or quoting, you 
need to acknowledge that source in your text.

 This is called an ‘in-text citation’, and when using Harvard, you 
do this by writing the author’s name, and publication year.

 If the name of the author appears naturally in your sentence, 
only the year should be in brackets. If you use a direct quote 
the page number should also be included. However, consider 
the flow of your writing when choosing how to include the 
citation.



Referencing within your text



Quotations
 Use quotation marks “example” and page number(s) to 

indicate your use of a direct quote.

 Short quotes can be included in your own sentence, for 
example:
 Continuing professional development allows people to “build on 

their knowledge and skills to develop their level of competence” 
(Alsop, 2000, p.64).



Quotations
 Quotations of 40 words or longer should be indented and in a 

separate paragraph, for example:



Quotations
 However, quotations of 40 words or over are not generally 

used unless necessary, and therefore may affect your grade 
through inappropriate usage of such citations.

 Avoid overusing quotations within your work. Use those which 
are most relevant and important.

 Although use of quotations are a worthy addition to any piece 
of work, look to master the art of paraphrasing to supplement 
your writing…



Paraphrasing
 Presenting an idea or argument in your own words.
 Ensure it is significantly altered from the original to avoid issues 

of plagiarism (just changing a couple of words is not enough!).
 Although paraphrasing will relate to specific sections of work, 

you do not to include the page number as you would do with 
a direct quotation, for example:



Summarising
 A brief outline of the main points of a work without going into 

specific details.

 Generally summaries relate to a whole work, or to a large 
section, so are much less specific than paraphrasing.

 As a summary potentially covers most or all of a work, again it 
does not require page numbers to be given, as they are for 
direct quotations only.
 A recent study by Sampson (2009) demonstrated that moderate alcohol 

consumption may reduce the risk of dementia in later life.



Secondary References
 Where the passage you are referring to is the authors own reference 

to another work.

 You are relying on their accurate and unbiased reproduction of that 
work, so it is much better to locate the source and read and 
reference it directly in you own work.

 If you cannot locate the original, secondary reference it as below:



Citing Multiple Authors



Author Rules



The full reference list (at the end of your work!)

 At the end of your work include a list of references.

 List in alphabetical order by author, do not separate into 
different types of work (books, journals, websites etc.).

 Do not title as a ‘bibliography’.

 The following slides show how to reference the main types of 
academic material correctly.



Books Deconstructed



Books Deconstructed
 You will usually find the information you need to reference 

your books inside the first few pages, for example:



Books Deconstructed



Journals Deconstructed



Journals Deconstructed
 You will usually find the information you need to reference 

your journals on the first page and in the header/footer of the 
article, for example:



Journals Deconstructed



Online Sources Deconstructed



Online Sources Deconstructed



Other Online Sources



Anything else?
 Refer to the HE Study Skills Guide.

 Email academicsupport@loucoll.ac.uk

 Do not check online against other referencing guidelines!

 You can use referencing apps or online generators to help 
you, but make sure that after your list has been generated, 
you check against our referencing guidelines.
 Making the necessary amendments so that they are identical to our guide 

could save you vital marks!

mailto:academicsupport@loucoll.ac.uk
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